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2H Access to Higher Education / Accès à l'enseignement supérieur
3L Canadian Studies / Études canadiennes
4J Scholarly Publication / Revues savantes
6E Appointments, Promotions and Tenure / Nominations, promotion et permanence
6F Collective Bargaining / Négociations collectives

I – DEGREE-GRANTING UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES / UNIVERSITES ET COLLEGES QUI CONFÉRENT DES GRADES

1 History and Organization / Histoire et organisation

A General / Généralités

"Goals of North American universities have changed considerably since their founding." *Univ. aff / Aff. Univ.* 17(6) 19-20

Stephen, I. "The chancellor is a lady." *Canadian Doctor* 41(8) 54-56

*Head Librarian, Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada.
**Faculté des Sciences de l'Education, Université de Montréal.
B The Atlantic Provinces / Les provinces atlantiques
Sullivan, N. “Trois campus à Moncton.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(3) 2
Woodcock, L. “U.N.B., St. John campus to have greater autonomy.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(3) 3+

C The Universities of Quebec / Les Universités du Québec
Brian, M., and Adams, G. “Concordia: one year after.” *CAUT / ACPU Bulletin* 24(3) 2
Côté, F. “Les chercheurs québécois regardent l’avenir avec une confiance prudente.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(5) 4-5
Pageau, Y. “Projet de rapport – Opération Sciences Fondamentales; commentaire.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(1) 5

D The Universities of Ontario / Les Universités de l’Ontario
MacDonald, I. H. “President MacDonald comments on the announcement by the Minister of Colleges and Universities on university finances.” *York Gazette* 5(3) 19-20

G The Universities of Alberta / Les Universités de l’Alberta
“Athabasca U given permanent status.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(2) 9
Holmes, O. G. “From ‘autonomy to system’ – completing the process; Alberta universities protest.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(3) 6
Rothrock, J. “A study in sponaneity: the Academic Women’s Association at the University of Alberta.” *CAUT / ACPU Bulletin* 24(3) 6+

H The Universities of British Columbia / Les Universités de la Colombie-Britannique
Child, A. “The six days’ war at Notre Dame; a personal view.” *CAUT / ACPU Bulletin* 24(4) 8-9
Mills, J. “Festival at Simon Fraser.” *Queen’s Quarterly* 82(2) 228-240

2 Current trends and problems / Orientation et problèmes présents

A General / Généralités
Côté, F. “Les universités doivent retrouver leur équilibre face au monde de demain.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(6) 3
Fisk, L. J. “The evils of university education.” *Orbit* 7(1) 11-14
Groom, C. H. “The fourth dimension” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(4) 16
Jackson, B.A.W. “Teaching, learning and research in the university.” *International Association of Universities Bulletin* 24(1) 12-14
McDaniel, R. “Stepping down: the view from the chair.” *CAUT / ACPU Bulletin* 24(4) 12-13
Morf, M. “Disunity and confusion about objectives seen as universities’ basic problems.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(5) 7
Ostry, S. “Education and the new home economics.” *Queen’s Quarterly* 82(4) 494-498
Schroeder, D. “Can the science festival get scientists and the public to talk to each other?” *Science Forum* 9(2) 3-5
Sullivan, N. “Anti-inflation guidelines affect universities.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(5) 8
Women and the universities; proceedings of the annual business meeting and conference / La femme et l’université; délibérations de la séance administrative et de la conférence. Ottawa, Ont., Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, 1975. 98 p.
Woodcock, L. “Governments will remain unsympathetic until they see real internal reform taking place.” *Univ. Aff / Aff. univ.* 17(6) 2-3
B University Government / Administration universitaire
Frost, S. B. “Changes in university administration; facts and consequences.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(1) 14-15
Halliday, T. C. “The politics of ‘universal participatory democracy’: a Canadian case study.” *Minerva* 13(3) 404-427

C University Finance / Finances universitaires
Côté, F. “Quelques réactions québécoises aux recommandations de l’AUCC.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(2) 3
Evans, J. “‘Sliding down Parnassus’ — the President’s speech.” *University of Toronto Bulletin* 28(16) 2-3
Sullivan, N. “Ontario report says students should pay more.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(1) 10
Woodcock, L. “Tuition fees going up in several provinces.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(5) 6-7
Woodcock, L., and Pierre, G. “AUCC calls for a national policy for universities.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(2) 2

D The University and the State / L’Université et l’Etat
Clark, T. C. “Why is the federal government starving universities of research funds?” *Science Forum* 9(1) 6-8
Sim, V. “Anti-Inflation Act and Regulations: applications to universities.” *CAUT / ACPU Bulletin* 24(4) 1-2, 6-7
Smith, W.A.S., and Arnold, H. J. “Government-university communication should be direct — no advantage to having a buffer group.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(6) 18-19
Sullivan, N. “Anti-inflation guidelines affect universities.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(5) 8
Unger, I. “Universities should promote bilingualism: Faulkner to FNBFA.” *CAUT / ACPU Bulletin* 24(4) 3

E The University and the Church / L’Université et l’Eglise
Masleck, C. “University of Montreal: can Church retain authority in secular institution.” *CAUT ACPU Bulletin* 24(4) 9

F The University and the Economy / L’Université et l’Economie
Woodcock, L. “Angry researchers take action.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(5) 2

G University Planning / La planification universitaire
Morf, M. “Disunity and confusion about objectives seen as universities’ basic problems.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(5) 7

H Access to Higher Education / Accès à l’enseignement supérieur
Seidl, F. “Rejection by a school of social work: some consequences for the applicant.” *The Social Worker* 42(2) 117-124

3 Curriculum and Teaching / Programme d’étude et méthodes d’enseignement

C The Humanities / Les humanités
Guindon, R. “Malgré toute l’admiration, quelques objections au rapport Symons.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(5) 14-15
Pierre, G. “Pourquoi les études canadiennes?” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(4) 5-6
Pierre, G. "Universities urged to pay greater attention to the realities of Canada." Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(4) 3-4

Sullivan, N. "Canadians must face the challenge of cultural and intellectual nation building." Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(4) 7


D Social Sciences / Sciences sociales

Weinberger, A. "What type of training?" The Ontario Psychologist 7(5) 22-23

White, J. H. "Psychology and community: a personal innovation in teaching social psychology." The Ontario Psychologist 7(5) 24-31

F Professional Education / Enseignement professionnel

Anderson, J. E. "Growth projections for academic family medicine." Canadian Family Physician 21(1) 135-137

Beaton, G. H. "Community health: a new approach in the University of Toronto." Canadian Journal of Public Health 65(6) 463-466

Boggie, A. "Family practice teaching: what's new in B.C." British Columbia Medical Journal 17(8) 257-258


Evans, C. E. "Residence education in family medicine — what is needed?" Canadian Family Physician 20(6) 95, 97, 99

Gibson, W. M. "A rich experience: clinical clerkship in family practice." Canadian Family Physician 20(7) 83-86


Jamieson, E. "Two year internship — in whose interest?" Alberta Medical Bulletin 39(3) 111-113


Lamb, L. "The social worker as a teacher of family practice residents." Canadian Family Physician 21(5) 117, 119


Macgregor, A. J. "Dr. Macgregor replies." British Columbia Medical Journal 18(3) 80

McCordic, L. "Factors influencing the education of occupational therapists in Ontario." Canadian Journal of Occupational Therapy 42(3) 97-103

"Medicine could permanently lose both research professionals and trained technicians." Univ. Aff / Aff. univ. 17(5) 3

Roy, R. G. and Barry, R. E. "Town and gown unite in collaborative program." Canadian Family Physician 21(6) 126-129

Snow, K. and Yeoman, G. "Education for a media specialist at the University of Calgary." Library Association of Alberta Bulletin 6(2) 59-71

Turnbull, A. "Teaching family centered practice in a B.S.W. programme: A field experience." The Social Worker 43(3) 153-155

"The two year licensure proposal." Alberta Medical Bulletin 39(3) 111 [Viewpoint of the Medical Students' Association of the University of Alberta.]

Weaver, B. W. "Fundamental changes needed in medical education." British Columbia Medical Journal 18(3) 79-80

Woodcock, L. "Manitoba's dean of medicine disagrees with consultants' conclusions." Univ. Aff / Aff. univ. 17(2) 28
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**H Adult education / Education des adultes**

Hyne, J. B. “The draft Adult Education Act; an analysis of the proposed Alberta legislation.” *CAUT / ACPU Bulletin* 24(3) 8-10

M’Bow, A. M. “Continuing education / L’éducation permanente.” *Unesco Occasional Paper / Pages documentaires* 20:5 Mar. ’76. Speech given by Mr. M’Bow, Director General of Unesco, on the occasion of his being awarded an honorary doctorate by the University of Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Québec, 25 October 1975.

**4 Research and Scholarship / Recherche et études**

**A General / Généralités**


**C Sciences / Sciences**


Côté, F. “Les chercheurs québécois regardent l’avenir avec une confiance prudente.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17(5) 4-5


Philogène, B. “Bien sur que le public s’intéresse à la science.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(5) 5

Seminovitch, L. “The recent federal research fund freeze: what it really means for Canadians.” *Science Forum* 9(2) 21-23

Strangway, D. W. “Just as earth sciences become most exciting, funds for Canadian research are cut.” *Science Forum* 9(2) 24-27

Wilson, A. H. “The Commons debate on science policy: a basis for encouragement?” *Canadian Research* 8(6) 25-26+

Woodcock, L. “Angry researchers take action.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(5) 2

**D In the Humanities and Social Sciences / Humanités et les sciences sociales**

“Canada Council finds correlation between status of women in universities and awards granted.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(6) 7

**F Libraries / Bibliothèques**

Clough, E. “Public lending right ‘... misconceived, unwieldy, unfair, expensive’.” *Canadian Library Journal* 32:423-425


McQueen, D. “Copyright.” *Canadian Library Journal* 32:433-449

Mason, D. B. “PLR: are we willing to support Canadian talent?” *Canadian Library Journal* 32: 427-431

Sullivan, N. “When is a ‘rare book’ not a rare book?” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(6) 8-9
G Museums and Art Galleries / Galeries d’art et les musées
Woodcock, L. “University art galleries serve many groups.” Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(1) 2-4
Woodcock, L. “University art galleries serve many groups – 2.” Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(2) 4-6

H Learned and Professional Societies / Sociétés savantes et professionnelles

J Scholarly publication / Revues savantes
Bohne, H. “The crisis of scholarly publishing.” Journal of Canadian Studies 10(2) 9-15

5 The Student and Student Services / L’étudiant et les services aux étudiants
C Financial Aid / Aide financière
Woodcock, L. “Money is a major worry for students.” Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(3) 4-5

F Placement / Emploi
Gilbert, J. R. and Norman, G. R. “Career characteristics of Canadian family medicine residents.” Canadian Family Physician 21(2) 151-152, 160-161

6 The Professor and Conditions of Work / Le Professeur et les conditions de travail
A General / Généralités
Adell, B. “The draft Alberta Education Act and the rights of faculty members.” CAUT / ACPU Bulletin 24(3) 11-13

C Academic Freedom / Libertés universitaires
Francis, D. “The threatened dismissal of Frank H. Underhill from the University of Toronto – 1939-1941.” CAUT / ACPU Bulletin 24(3) 16-21
Horn, M. “The history of academic freedom in Canada: a comment.” CAUT / ACPU Bulletin 24(3) 14-15
Rodney, H. M. “Threats to intellectual freedom experienced by professional librarians in Canadian college and university libraries.” CAUT / ACPU Bulletin 24(5) 17-18
Savage, D. C, and Holmes, C. “The CAUT, the Crowe case, and the development of the idea of academic freedom in Canada.” CAUT / ACPU Bulletin 24(3) 22-27

D Salary and Benefits / Salaires et bénéfices
Maher, E. D. “Pensions for Canadian university faculty and public servants.” CAUT / ACPU Bulletin 24(3) 30-32
E Appointments, Promotions and Tenure / Nominations, promotion et permanence
Masleck, C. "CAUT Council rejects Simon Fraser agreement." CAUT / ACPU Bulletin 24(4) 10

F Collective Bargaining / Négociations collectives
Masleck, C. "Carleton et Manitoba ratifient leur première convention." CAUT / ACPU Bulletin 24(4) 15-16
Murray, G. P. "The progress of collective bargaining in Ontario." Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations Newsletter 9(2) 8
"Quebec federation of faculty associations and CAUT reach working agreement." Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(6) 5
Schroeder, J. "The bargaining unit for the academic librarian." Canadian Library Journal 32(6) 463-473
Sullivan, N. "Carleton staff association signs first agreement." Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(2) 7
Sullivan, N. "Number of faculty in bargaining units rising steadily." Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(6) 12
Sullivan, N. "Second contract ratified at St. Mary's University." Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17(1) 6

III — AGENCIES AND GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS / ORGANISMES ET DEPARTEMENTS GOUVERNEMENTAUX

"Canadian Communications Research Information Centre." Unesco (Canadian Commission) Occasional paper no. 21:5
"Development grants reviewed / Examen des subventions de développement." Medical Research Council Newsletter / Actualités du Conseil de recherches médicales 6(3) 1-3
Drury, C. M. "How the federal government views questions of science and public policy."
Science Forum 8(5) 26-30
Solanldt, O. M. "The Defence Research Board’s untimely end: what it means for military science."
Science Forum 8(5) 19-21
Watson, Gordon D. "Why the bureaucrats secretly carved up the DRB: it worked too well."
Science Forum 8(5) 22-25